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Performance of a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell
Exposed to Transient CO Concentrations
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The response of Gore’s advanced PRIMEA® Series 5561 membrane electrode assembly~MEA! exposed to transient concentra-
tions of CO in the anode feed was studied for a 25 cm2 laboratory-scale polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell~PEMFC!. The
data include relatively high~500 and 3000 ppm! CO levels at 70°C cell temperature, low reactant stoichiometry, and atmospheric
pressure, conditions that may be typical for stationary PEMFC applications. Poisoning and recovery rates are reported for saturated
conditions and these rates are compared for two types of gas diffusion media@single-sided ELAT® and CARBEL™ CL gas
diffusion media~GDM!# and for conditions with and without air-bleed treatments. It is shown that a 5% air bleed provides a
current density of 1.0 A/cm2 at 0.6 V for CARBEL CL GDM exposed to 500 ppm CO/H2 mixtures. The data show that the
transient performance at 0.6 A/cm2 with this MEA and relatively high concentrations of CO is a result of an interaction of CO
kinetics and mass transfer through the GDM. Indirect evidence of electrochemical oxidation of CO during the transient pulses with
3000 ppm CO is presented. The data discussed in this paper are suitable for verifying numerical models of a PEMFC and
establishing a baseline for new recovery schemes using new MEAs with enhanced CO tolerance. In addition, the results have
implications for the design of reformate fuel processing systems and the use of effective control schemes to prevent CO transients.
© 2001 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1402119# All rights reserved.
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The short-term use of polymer electrolyte membrane~PEM! fuel
cells in electric vehicles probably will require the use of reform
fuel produced from gasoline or methanol, because liquid fuels h
high energy densities and a hydrogen infrastructure does no
exist. Also for distributed power sources and for residential appl
tions, hydrogen will most likely be derived from natural gas, sin
an infrastructure for the distribution and consumption of natural
already exists. The fuel processing unit for both applications ty
cally incorporates a reformer followed by a shift reactor and a
lective oxidizer to reduce the level of CO from approximately 1
2.5%~10,000 to 25,000 ppm! to less than 50 ppm. Depending on th
dynamics of the processor and the control scheme, transient s
of CO as large as 3000 ppm may be superimposed on steady
trace amounts of carbon monoxide~in the range of 5 to 50 ppm! in
the fuel. The presence of these high CO levels can also be exp
during cell start-up or during sudden load changes. While it is re
tively well known that these spike levels of CO can poison even
most advanced present-day catalysts, data for the recovery of
catalysts from these transients are limited.1 Here, we present a stud
showing the interactions of the gas diffusion layer, the CO conc
tration, and an air-bleed treatment on the recovery and poiso
rates for advanced membrane electrode assemblies~MEAs!. The
aim is to provide reproducible data suitable for verification of n
merical models of transient behavior as well as expand the bas
available steady-state and transient data useful to designers of
trol schemes and processing systems.

Recently, the decay and recovery of fuel cell performance
response to step changes in the level of CO in the anode fuel st
has been studied1 for a 50 cm2 MEA with an anode catalyst loading
of 0.2 mg/cm2 of Pt for a single commercial gas diffusion med
~GDM!. The concentration of CO was limited to 200 ppm~with the
exception of one figure for 500 ppm! and the cell was operated a
80°C. Note that the operating pressure was not reported in Re
but a review of the investigators’ historical results indicates that
psig is typically the standard pressure for their experiments. In t
paper, the observed current density at constant voltage~0.6 V! was
related to the rate of surface dosing and determined primarily by
inlet flow of CO. Recovery of performance in response to a p
hydrogen purge was found to be sluggish and apparently contro
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by the rate of thermal desorption of the CO from the catalyst s
face. Their data provide a step toward an understanding of the
controlling steps of recovery and poisoning that should be gover
by kinetics and thermodynamics of CO oxidation and physical a
chemical adsorption.

A review of the literature concerning electrocatalysis of CO o
dation and these phenomena can be found in Ref. 2. The poiso
of the electrode is a result of preferential adsorption of CO on
catalyst and it results in a decrease in the available catalyst site
hydrogen oxidation. However, the rate at which the performa
decays and recovers will depend on the transport rates though
cell hardware, the design of the membrane~which controls the oxy-
gen permeance from cathode to anode!, the catalyst composition and
loading, and the concentrations of water and gases at the three-p
interface. Here, data are presented in which we changed the G
and studied the differences in the poisoning and recovery rates
the same membrane and catalyst loading. We also discuss the e
of GDM on the effectiveness of air bleed as a recovery scheme

Injection of air or oxygen into the fuel stream ahead of the fu
inlet of the fuel cell has been employed to oxidize the CO from
catalyst surface and to restore the cell performance.1,3 Techniques,
other than air bleed, aimed at reducing the poisoning effect of CO
the anode electrocatalyst by thermal and other chemical meth
were not studied here. For example, the operation of a PEM fuel
~FC! above 100°C will increase reaction kinetics and lower the s
ceptibility of the anode electrocatalyst to CO poisoning. Howev
operation at these temperatures with the existing perfluorosulf
acid membranes will cause the membranes to lose conductivity
to drying. Nonvolatile acidic-electrolyte-impregnated ion-exchan
membranes4 and blends of high temperature resistant polymers
inorganic acids5,6 have been evaluated for operation at higher te
peratures and lower humidity levels, but data on the long-term
bility of these systems have not been reported. Moreover, the p
ence of liquid water during cell start-up may leach some of
inorganic additives added to the membrane. The introduction of
lute hydrogen peroxide to counteract performance degradation
to CO poisoning7 was recently shown to be primarily a method f
providing an enriched oxygen stream.8 Another method of maintain-
ing performance when utilizing a fuel stream containing potentia
harmful levels of CO employs the adjustment of temperature
pressure to maintain the partial vapor pressure of hydrogen with
predetermined range.9 Still another recovery scheme may involv
cycling the current and raising the anode overpotential to enha
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the electrochemical oxidation of CO.10 A more recent patent11

claims that starvation of fuel and electrical shorting of the cell c
improve performance of a PEMFC exposed to CO. Future publ
tions from our team may study the effect of these techniques on
performance of Gore’s advanced electrodes exposed to relat
high levels of CO. In this paper, we only include data with air ble
as the preferred recovery scheme.

Experimental

The studies focused on quantifying the loss in performance
PEMFCs in the presence of relatively high concentrations of CO~up
to 3000 ppm CO! in the anode stream. In addition, the effect of a
bleed on the performance was examined in the experiments.
MEAs used were PRIMEA® Series 5561 MEAs, consisting o
GORE-SELECT membranes~25 mm nominal membrane thickness!
and catalyst loadings of 0.45 mg/cm2 Pt alloy on the anode and 0.
mg/cm2 Pt on the cathode. The active area of the membrane wa
cm2 and the triple-serpentine flow fields consisted of 30 equa
spaced channels of 0.1 cm height and 0.08 cm width. The G
used in the experiment were CARBEL CL GDM~16 mil 5 0.406
3 1023 m! and single-sided ELAT® ~0.4063 1023 m! GDM. The
same type of GDM was used for both the anode and the cath
sides of the MEA. This thickness was measured at nine points on
20 cm2 surface. A compressible material~silicone coated fiberglass!
with a measured thickness of 10 mil~0.2543 1023 m! was used as
a gasket. Another thin gasket~1.2 mil 5 0.3053 1025 m! referred
to as the subgasket, was placed between the MEA, the GDM,
the gasket to allow for better alignment of the active area of
MEA and GDM during cell assembly. The average internal press
on the active area was 1506 25 psi. This pressure was measur
with a pressure indicating film~PRESSUREX® tactile pressure in-
dicating film, Sensor Products, Inc., NJ!, which provided an average
between the high pressure zones corresponding to the rib spa
and the low pressure zones corresponding to the flow channel. E
bolts were lubricated and threaded into tapped holes on one o
end plates, and the cell was compressed by applying a torque o
in. lbf/bolt. Note that changes from this torque and internal press
may affect the ability to reproduce the results presented below.12,13

The experiments consisted of both steady-state and tran
measurements. For the steady-state section of the experiment
current-voltage~I-V ! ~polarization! behavior was measured in th
presence of neat hydrogen and mixtures of CO in H2 ~CO/H2! at a
stoichiometry of 1.2 for the anode and 2.0 for the cathode. In th
polarization experiments, the gases used were 500 and 3000
CO in H2. After recording a polarization curve with neat H2, polar-
izations in CO/H2 mixtures with and without air bleed were ob
tained. The technique increased the total anode flow by adding
room-temperature air to the required stoichiometric flow until the
comprised the desired fraction. Two levels of air bleed were use
and 15% air for the 500 and 3000 ppm CO, respectively. The
voltage was randomly set from 0.45 V to open circuit volta
~OCV! and the resulting steady-state currents were measured
polarization curve. The randomization gave reproducible results
accounted for any hysteresis in the measured current dens
While recording the polarization curve, the flow rates were adjus
manually in an iterative manner to maintain the desired stoichio
etry.

After establishing steady-state behavior, the experiments w
transient feed conditions for 500 and 3000 ppm CO/H2 mixtures
were conducted at a fixed current density of 600 mA/cm2. These
transient conditions corresponded to repetitive introductions o
high CO concentration followed by periods with neat H2 or a low
CO concentration. The objective of these experiments was to d
mine the relative rates of poisoning and recovery when the sur
was at pseudo-steady-state coverage. For the first set of experim
a baseline with neat hydrogen was established and a cycle of
ppm CO/H2 was introduced for 5 min, followed by neat hydroge
for 25 min. This cycle was repeated six times. Then, a 50 ppm C
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H2 gas mixture was introduced as a baseline and a repetitive tes
500 ppm CO/H2 was performed~i.e., 500 ppm CO/H2 was intro-
duced for 5 min and then 50 ppm CO/H2 for 25 min!. Our assump-
tion is that the latter condition probably mimics the real dynamics
the reformer. The third and fourth sets of the repetitive cycles w
the same as the first and second sets of experiments, but air~5 vol%!
was injected on the anode side during the test. For the third s
neat hydrogen baseline was established, the 500 ppm CO/H2 mix-
ture gas was supplied for 5 min, and then neat H2 was resumed for
25 min while 5% air was continuously injected on the anode si
This cycle ~CO/H2 followed by neat hydrogen! was repeated six
times. The fourth set was the same as the third except that a 50
CO/H2 mixture was used in place of neat hydrogen as the base
for 25 min. The fifth through eighth sets of experiments mimick
the first four, with the exception that a 3000 ppm CO/H2 gas mixture
and 15% air bleed were used.

We chose the exposure time of 5 min for the high concentrati
of CO because preliminary experiments indicated that this inte
would yield a reproducible current consistent with the currents
served during steady-state experiments. Again, the objective of
paper was to study the decay and recovery rates when the surfa
exposed to equilibrium or pseudo-steady-state coverage. Fu
work may measure these rates when the coverage is not at an
librium value. Future work may also study these rates in the p
ence of reformate mixtures where the partial pressure of hydro
interacts with the concentration of CO. We chose CO/H2 mixtures to
isolate effects due only to CO poisoning of the surface and with
any interactions due to N2 and CO2.

All experiments were performed using test stations made by F
Cell Technology, Inc.~Albuquerque, NM!. High purity hydrogen
~99.997%!, premixed high purity hydrogen and CO, and bottled
dustrial grade air were used as the fuels and reactant, respective
three-way valve was used to switch from pure H2 or 50 ppm CO to
500 or 3000 ppm CO. The flow rates were set manually accordin
the measured current at a fixed stoichiometry. The stoichiom
corresponded to flow rates that were 1.2 times greater than
required~by the measured current! for hydrogen~i.e., 20% excess
hydrogen! and 2.0 times greater than that required for air~i.e., 100%
excess air!. The anode and cathode flows were co-current. Two m
flow controllers that were calibrated using a bubble flow meter w
used to control the gas flow rates. Air was bled manually throug
calibrated needle valve flowmeter at the anode inlet. The gas t
perature and its humidity were controlled by sparging the ga
through water in a humidity tank. Humidification calibratio
measurements14 indicated that sparging the gases through wat
filled tanks provided a controlled temperature and a dew point
changed with flow rate. We calculated the humidification efficien
at 1 atm from gravimetric measurements of condensed water
lected by chilling the gases and we used that data to report an
mated dew point temperature within62°C. The temperature of the
cell was fixed at 70°C for all experiments. Also, the pressures of
anode and cathode sides were both 101 kPa,i.e., 0 psig. Each cell
was held at 0.6 V for 50 h before the polarization data were
tained.

The humidification temperatures were 75/65°Cc for single-sided
ELAT GDM ~henceforth referred to as SSE! and 85/75°C for
CARBEL™ CL GDM. The estimated dew points for the SSE a
CARBEL CL GDM were 70/60 and 80/70°C, respectively, from t
humidity calibration data. These humidification temperatures p
duced optimum polarization curves during preliminary experime
in neat hydrogen. These preliminary experiments consisted of fix
the anode and cathode humidifier temperatures and performi
polarization curve at the predetermined stoichiometric flow. The
midity temperatures were then changed and new polarization cu

c Our convention for specifying operating conditions is to list the anode conditi
first followed by the cathode condition. Thus, the humidification temperatures w
75°C for the anode and 65°C for the cathode.
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were obtained. The optimum humidity conditions were those t
gave the highest cell voltage between 0.6 and 1.8 A/cm2. For current
densities less than 0.6 A/cm2, changes in the dew points did no
affect the performance in neat hydrogen indicating a w
humidified membrane. Since the data presented below for high
concentrations show current densities less than 0.6 A/cm2, we do not
expect the inlet humidity to contribute to the differences in the p
formance with CO/H2 mixtures as discussed below. Note that w
choose to compare the two GDM at these optimal humidity con
tions because these conditions insure a well-conditioned M
GDM combination~i.e., a membrane that is not dry and a GDM th
is not flooded with liquid water! and that if we had fixed the humid
ity, we may not have compared the best performance of each G
Resistance measurements from either current interrupt or high
quency methods were not available with the test stations used in
study, but assuming the resistance is controlled by the anode rel
humidity, we estimate the areal resistance of the membrane t
0.0705V cm2 at the optimum humidity for each GDM based o
data fromex situexperiments.15

Multiple MEAs were used during the experiments with the 5
and 3000 ppm CO/H2 mixtures. Typically for any MEA, polariza-
tion curves were obtained for operation first with neat H2, then with
500 ppm CO, then with and without air bleed, and thus using n
H2 again. No significant differences between the initial neat H2 and
the final neat H2 curves were observed. After completing the 5
ppm experiments, the level of CO concentration was increase
3000 ppm and the sequence was repeated. Again, no signifi
difference between the initial neat H2 and the final neat H2 curve
was observed. The reproducibility between MEAs was confirm
with polarization tests with neat hydrogen. The MEAs typica
were operated continuously for 350 to 500 h, and therefore, the
reported here can be considered beginning-of-life~BOL! data.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the steady-state polarization behavior for b
GDM with neat hydrogen and with 500 and 3000 ppm CO in
feed. In addition, the effect of an air-bleed treatment is shown
each figure. The differences between the GDM in neat hydrogen
apparent at cell voltages less than 0.7 V or applied currents hi
than 0.6 A/cm2 and they can be attributed to differences in t
permeability of the GDM rather than the dew points of the in
stream, as discussed below. The data in Fig. 1a indicate that
500 ppm CO, the performance is poor as can be expected at 7
but almost complete recovery in cell performance can be obse
with 5% air bleed. On the other hand, 5 and 10% air bleed were
sufficient to improve the cell performance in the presence of 3
ppm CO and, even 15% air bleed yields only partial recovery w
3000 ppm CO as shown in Fig. 1b. During comparison of Fig.
and b, note the apparent inconsistent improvement in performa
with SSE for 3000 ppm CO~especially at low voltages during a
bleed!. It may be noted that the differences between SSE
CARBEL CL GDM with air bleed~especially at low cell voltages!
are greater than the experimental errors. These differences ma
attributable to either differences in the permeability of the GDM~as
discussed later! or the humidity in the feed stream.

The differences are probably not due to the differences in i
humidity that were optimized for each GDM in neat hydrogen. In
humidity might affect the membrane resistance, the access to
catalysts through the GDM, the coverage of CO, and the kinetic
CO oxidation. The resistance of the membrane is probably the s
at the entrance15 since at these dew points and cell temperature
relative humidity is 100%. However the local resistance is affec
by water transport due to electro-osmotic drag and diffusion al
the channel length. The increased performance observed
CARBEL CL GDM and this MEA may require additional wate
~i.e., 80/70°C dew points! to prevent the anode drying. Reference
discusses membrane drying on the anode side for thicker m
branes than the ones used in this study. We expect membrane d
t
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even with the thin membranes used here at extremely high cur
densities. The access to the catalyst is affected by the propertie
the GDM and the local presence of liquid water that blocks the po
of the GDM. SSE has a lower permeability as discussed below
this can interact with the humidity13,14 to affect the high current
polarization. Evidence of this lower permeability is observed in
oxygen mass transfer region with neat hydrogen and in the fact
dew points~70/60°C! lower than those for CARBEL CL GDM were
required for optimal performance in the oxygen mass transfer
gion. With CO/H2 mixtures, where the current densities are typica
lower than in pure hydrogen, the permeability rather than the m
brane resistance controls the behavior.

Inlet humidity may also affect the CO coverage. Although suc
study is beyond the scope of this paper, data from isotherm exp
ments of CO in the presence of varying partial pressures of w
might help explain the transient rates presented below. Again, w
the dew points and cell temperature used in these experiments
entrance of the flow channel is near 100% relative humidity. Th
one would expect equal adsorption of water on the catalyst of
MEA and that the differences in performance between the GDM
the relatively high concentrations of CO are not a result of in
humidity affecting the CO coverage. We also do not expect that
kinetics of CO oxidation by direct reaction with oxygen will b
slowed significantly because the changes in the relative humidity
small compared to the production of water from 6% of hydrog
consumed with 15% air bleed. One would not expect the elec
chemical oxidation kinetics to be slowed at high relative humid
because water~or rather, the hydroxyl group on the alloy! is a reac-
tant.

Figure 1. ~a! Performance comparison between CARBEL CL and sing
sided ELAT GDM for 500 ppm CO.~b! Performance comparison betwee
CARBEL CL and single-sided ELAT GDM for 3000 ppm CO.
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Another hypothesis for the difference in performance betw
the two GDM is related to the extent of surface coverage by CO
the permeability of the medium. In general, exposure to CO
creases the electrochemically active area for hydrogen oxida
and therefore, yields lower currents~and lower current densitie
based on the geometric area! than neat hydrogen at the same ove
potential. For this MEA, 500 ppm CO does not completely cover
anode surface and at sufficiently large overpotentials, the curre
limited by the number of active sites available rather than by
adsorption step of H2 on a free site as discussed in Ref. 2. Oth
measurements indicate that CARBEL CL GDM has a much hig
permeability than single-sided ELAT GDM, 9.03 10212 and 9.9
3 10214 m2, respectively.d This two-order of magnitude increase
the permeability would normally improve the internal limitations
mass transfer at the cathode with neat hydrogen as shown clea
0.4 V in Fig. 1b.e However, because the surface is only partia
covered by the 500 ppm CO, the larger permeability allows a la
flux of oxygen~from the air bleed! to the poisoned surface, a large
flux of H2 to those sites not poisoned, and hence, a higher cur
density is observed with CARBEL CL GDM. On the other han
with the 3000 ppm CO mixture, the surface is sufficiently cove
so that only a few sites are available for H2 adsorption and oxida-
tion. At lower cell voltages, the electrochemical oxidation of C
controls the number of available sites for the hydrogen reaction,
with SSE, the flux of CO to these sites is decreased with the lo
permeability of this GDM. Note that the effective internal ma
transfer resistance of SSE is even more remarkable since the
in the channels are increased for the SSE data at 3000 ppm to m
tain a constant stoichiometry.

Evidence for the electrochemical oxidation of CO may be sho
with a graph of anode polarization. That is, it is difficult to compa
the CO tolerance between the two GDM since the baseline pe
mances with neat hydrogen for SSE and CARBEL CL GDM a
different ~as mentioned earlier!. This comparison is aided by usin
the anode overpotential graph of Fig. 2. These overpotentials
calculated from the difference between the cell potential with n
hydrogen and the cell potential with CO/H2 at the same curren
density. Therefore, to call this an overpotential, it is assumed tha
hydrogen overpotential with neat hydrogen is negligible, and t

d The permeability was calculated from measurements with air at 298 K and w
flow at a half-inch water column pressure drop. These permeability values correspo
29 and 0.32 Fraziers for CARBEL CL and SSE GDM, respectively.

e We call this an internal mass transfer resistance because it corresponds to a
sion path much larger than the diffusion layer controlled by external flow.

Figure 2. Anode overpotentials~calculated by difference! due to CO poi-
soning for CARBEL CL and single-sided ELAT GDM at different cond
tions: ~dashed lines! 3000 ppm CO/H2, ~solid lines! 500 ppm CO/H2, ~j!
SSE GDM with air bleed,~h! SSE GDM without air bleed,~d! CARBEL
CL GDM with air bleed,~s! CARBEL CL GDM without air bleed.
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the ohmic contribution to the cell voltage and the cathodic over
tential depend only on the current density. The results shown in
2 can be compared with Fig. 4 of Ref. 2 where polarization data
shown as a function of temperature for 20 ppm CO in H2. No air-
bleed data are shown in Ref. 2, but a current density limited du
the availability of active sites of 0.05 and 0.2 A/cm2 was observed at
20 ppm CO and 40°C for the Pt/C and the Pt-Ru/C electrod
respectively. On the other hand, at 20 ppm and 70°C in Fig. 4
Ref. 2, a limited current density of 0.4 A/cm2 is obtained with Pt/C
while no limiting current is evident from the Pt-Ru/C electrode.
our study, a limiting current density occurs at 0.25 A/cm2 for SSE
and 0.30 A/cm2 for CARBEL CL GDM for 500 ppm without air
bleed as shown in Fig. 2. Without air bleed, the active site limi
current density for 3000 ppm CO is observed in Fig. 2 to be
proximately 0.10 and 0.08 A/cm2 for SSE and CARBEL CL GDM,
respectively. The fact that the current is changing over this limit
plateau may indicate that over the 20 cm2 area some local overpo
tentials are large enough to oxidize CO. For SSE, air bleed w
3000 ppm CO yields polarization performance similar to the perf
mance with 500 ppm without air bleed. The air-bleed technique
effective in regenerating enough sites so that this limiting current
SSE at 500 ppm increases from 0.25 A/cm2 to approximately 1.0 A/
cm2.

For the transient experiments, the repetitive tests consiste
measuring decay and recovery rates when a baseline concentr
was changed to 500 ppm and 3000 ppm CO/H2 gas mixtures as

a
to

fu-

Figure 3. ~a! Transient performance with 50 and 500 ppm CO at 600 m
cm2 with CARBEL CL GDM. ~b! Transient performance with 50 and 50
ppm CO at 600 mA/cm2 during air bleed with CARBEL CL GDM.
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Table I. Dependence of decay and recovery rates on COÕH2 mixture composition at 600 mAÕcm2 with 50 ppm CO in hydrogen as the baseline.

CO/H2
Concentration

~ppm! GDM

Without air bleed With air bleed

Decay rate
~V/min!

Recovery
rate

~V/min!

Decay rate
~V/min!

Recover rate
~V/min!

500 CARBEL CL 20.409 0.055 N/A N/A
500 SSE 20.363 0.077 N/A N/A

3000 CARBEL CL 20.970 0.044 20.131 0.336
3000 SSE 20.755 0.072 20.173 0.187
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described in the Experimental section. The objective was to see
rates of poisoning and recovery of the MEA when the surface
reached equilibrium coverage. Figure 3 shows an example of
results for a combination of this MEA and CARBEL CL GDM whe
a 500 ppm CO/H2 mixture is pulsed on top of a 50 ppm CO/H2
baseline. In Fig. 3a, one observes a gradual decline in the cell
age, from 0.69 to 0.62 V over a 2 1/2 h period when the feed i
changed from neat hydrogen to the 50 ppm CO/H2 mixture. This
decline in cell performance is expected due to the poisoning c
acteristics of CO. The small abrupt changes in the voltage du
this decline are a result of the resolution~65 mV! of the electronic
load in the test station. Note that this resolution contributes to
oscillations in voltage after recovery during the first two cycles
tween 0.605 and 0.615 V. This gradual decline is recovered w
5% air is bled with the 50 ppm CO/H2 mixture as shown in Fig. 3b
The transient performance is best shown in Fig. 3a when 500
CO/H2 is introduced without air bleed. There the decay rate chan
from an initial value of20.323 V/min to a final average rate o
20.409 V/min. This average final rate is obtained after three rep
tive exposures. The lowest voltage with 500 ppm CO/H2 without air
bleed corresponds to the steady-state value shown in Fig. 1a.
the 5 min exposure to 500 ppm CO/H2 , the recovery rate reaches i
final value of 0.055 V/min during the first or second cycle. Th
rapid stabilization of the recovery rate is consistent with the av
ability of a large number of sites on this MEA for hydrogen adso
tion and the notion of this adsorption being the rate-limiting step
hydrogen oxidation. The final decay and recovery rates are show
Table I. Table I also indicates that with air bleed and 500 ppm C
H2, the rates are so fast that they cannot be measured~not available,
N/A! with our equipment. This is consistent with the expectat
that air bleed has a dramatic influence on improving the CO to
ance. An example of this performance is shown in Fig. 3b. Note
Table II shows that the decay rates are faster when switching fro
neat H2 baseline to 500 ppm CO mixture~as can be expected!. Table
II also indicates that the decay and recovery rates for SSE are sl
than that for CARBEL CL GDM. The poisoning/recovery cycl
behavior for both GDM from a neat hydrogen baseline is similar
that shown in Fig. 3 and the final rates are shown in Table II. Al
the cyclic behavior for SSE from a 50 ppm CO/H2 baseline is simi-
lar to that shown for CARBEL CL GDM in Fig. 3.

It may be useful to discuss the procedure for obtaining the slo
shown in Tables I and II. The sample rates for the transient d
were 5 and 10 s per datum for the 3000 and 500 ppm CO con
e
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trations, respectively. The rates of decay were obtained by lin
regression of a minimum of 5 points from the voltage/time data t
span the maximum and minimum voltages. Thus, the rates w
determined over a period of 25 s for the 3000 ppm data and 50 s
the 500 ppm data. Some judgment was necessary to select the p
for this span for rapid changes such as those observed with 3
ppm CO. A R2 of 0.90 was typical for these data points. One sho
note that faster sampling rates may yield different values for
slopes, and that the signal-to-noise ratio was not quantified for
data shown in Tables I and II. It should be noted that faster sam
rates were attempted, but the data seemed to correlate with the
age resolution of the load cell~65 mV!. In contrast, using more
points at a given sampling rate resulted in a large variation in
calculated rates. For the 500 ppm CO concentrations, the decay
were slower, more points could be used, and thus one can have
confidence in the precision of these measurements. For the reco
rates, the R2 was typically 0.95 because the changes were slo
and more points could be used in the regression.

Figure 4 shows an example of the behavior for CARBEL C
GDM for changes from neat H2 to 3000 ppm CO/H2. In contrast to
Fig. 3a, Fig. 4a shows that the decay rates are much faster with 3
ppm CO and the cell voltage is lower by about 80 mV. Table
shows that the final decay rate is approximately three times fa
than the rate with 500 ppm CO without air bleed. Figure 4a sho
that the decay rate increase from20.971 V/min to the average o
21.427 V/min as also shown in Table II. The final average recov
rate ~0.096 V/min! is also slower, albeit not substantially differen
from that obtained with SSE at 500 ppm CO without air bleed. I
interesting to observe that although the cell voltage at 0.6 A/c2

~i.e., 0.315 V! with 3000 ppm CO is not shown in Fig. 1b, it can b
used to extrapolate the polarization curve in Fig. 2 to infer t
electrochemical oxidation is occurring~i.e., 0.37 V anode polariza-
tion at 600 mA/cm2!. This extrapolation is obtained by subtractin
the 0.315 V from the baseline voltage of 0.69 V shown in Fig.
The data for SSE during operation at 0.6 A/cm2 yield a similar graph
to Fig. 4a with the exceptions that during the periods of exposur
3000 ppm CO, oscillations were observed~as discussed below!, and
that recovery after exposure yielded 0.67 V during the cycles ra
than 0.69 V. Table II shows the final decay and recovery rates
responding to the conditions of Fig. 4a. When 15% air bleed w
used during the transient tests with 3000 ppm CO, oscillatory
havior was observed as shown in Fig. 4b. During 15% air bleed,
cell voltage at a current density of 600 mA/cm2 increased from 0.32
Table II. Dependence of decay and recovery rates on COÕH2 mixture composition at 600 mAÕcm2 with neat hydrogen as the baseline.

CO/H2
Concentration

~ppm! GDM

Without air bleed With air bleed

Decay rate
~V/min!

Recovery
rate

~V/min!

Decay rate
~V/min!

Recovery rate
~V/min!

500 CARBEL CL 20.464 0.143 N/A N/A
500 SSE 20.401 0.095 N/A N/A

3000 CARBEL CL 21.427 0.096 20.130 0.339
3000 SSE 20.882 0.085 20.143 0.171
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V to an average of 0.46 V as shown in Fig. 1b. Note that Fig. 1b w
obtained at constant cell voltage rather than constant curre
Again, the small oscillations~65 mV! are due to the resolution o
the load cell, but during exposure to the CO there are larger o
lations. We believe this is a result of chemical and electrochem
oxidation of the CO over a fraction of the 20 cm2 MEA area. This
oxidation results in some free sites for H2 oxidation that are quickly
poisoned again by the 3000 ppm CO. This explanation is consis
with the inability to obtain polarization data corresponding to 6
mA/cm2 for Fig. 1b and the extrapolation of the overpotential cur
for 3000 ppm CO without air bleed in Fig. 2.

Figure 5 demonstrates the transient performance for SSE du
the repetitive injection of 3000 ppm CO from the 50 ppm CO/2
baseline. The response of CARBEL CL GDM is similar to th
shown in Fig. 5 with the exceptions noted below. One will notice
gradual decline in the voltage during the 1 1/2 h exposure to 50 p
CO/H2 is consistent with that shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 5a shows t
the decay rate increases from20.729 V/min to the average o
20.755 V/min as also reported in Table I. Note that the value
0.796 for the sixth cycle illustrates the difficulty associated w
calculating these rates when oscillations occur. The final ave
recovery rate~0.072 V/min! is established by the second cycle a
though there is some difficulty with a precise calculation of t
parameter due to the oscillations. It may be useful to note that
recovery from the 50 ppm baseline is not immediate when the f
is switched to neat hydrogen at 5 1/2 h. This contrasts with the
for CARBEL CL GDM ~not shown here! where the recovery to the
0.69 V neat hydrogen baseline occurs within 15 min. This sl
recovery is also consistent with that observed in graphs simila

Figure 4. ~a! Transient performance with neat hydrogen and 3000 ppm
at 600 mA/cm2 with CARBEL CL GDM. ~b! Transient performance with
neat hydrogen and 3000 ppm CO at 600 mA/cm2 during air bleed with
CARBEL CL GDM.
s
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Fig. 4a for SSE in which the baseline of 0.69 V was not obtain
after exposure to 3000 ppm CO and a return to neat hydrogen fo
min during the cycle. Also, the data for CARBEL CL GDM do no
exhibit oscillations and the performance decreases to 0.315 V
shown in Fig. 4a. As with the data in Fig. 4b, we believe that
oscillations in Fig. 5a indicate the presence of regions of the 202

MEA where electrochemical oxidation of CO is occurring on t
surface of the electrode. The oscillations are more pronounced
the SSE~see Fig. 5a! because the lower permeability of this med
restricts the flux of CO to freshly cleaned sites. We further belie
that these oscillations are also a result of the large number of
available per unit area with this MEA for hydrogen oxidation. Thu
with the restriction of CO and the fast kinetics of the hydrog
adsorption and oxidation, a current density of 600 mA/cm2 forces a
fraction of the electrode to be at an overpotential suitable for e
trochemical oxidation of CO and the transient exposure of cl
surface for H2 oxidation. This explanation is consistent with th
understanding that neat hydrogen requires only a fraction of
catalytic sites available with an electrode with 0.45 mg/cm2 catalyst
loading. Thus, we believe the oscillatory behavior is a result of
interaction of kinetics and CO mass transfer through the GDM t
is most pronounced with an MEA with high degree of electroca
lytic activity.

Comparison of Fig. 5b with Fig. 5a shows a notable difference
the decay and recovery rates during air bleed. Table I summar
the final rates. When air bleed is used, one observes more os
tions when 50 ppm CO/H2 is resumed after the 5 min of 3000 ppm
CO exposure. This may be a result of more sites for hydrogen

Figure 5. ~a! Transient performance with 50 and 3000 ppm CO at 600 m
cm2 with single-sided ELAT GDM.~b! Transient performance with 50 an
3000 ppm CO at 600 mA/cm2 during air bleed with single-sided ELAT
GDM.
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dation being made available by the air oxidizing the CO adsorbed
the surface. The average low voltage with the 3000 ppm CO
consistent with the steady-state cell voltage of 0.45 V~shown in Fig.
1b!. Note that without air bleed, the cell voltage during the 30
ppm CO exposure is approximately 0.4 V, and a comparison of
value after extrapolating the data in Fig. 1b indicates that elec
chemical CO oxidation may be occurring. One will also notice t
the original baseline of 0.65 V shown in Fig. 5b is about 40 mV le
than that shown in Fig. 5a. This is a reproducible result of using
MEA for previous experiments with 3000 ppm CO and not allowi
sufficient time for recovery. It is believed that with sufficient time~
.40 h with a neat hydrogen stream or with a short period of
bleed! the baseline should improve to 0.69 V and the data sh
decay from and recovery to this baseline during 15% air bleed w
the same rates shown in Fig. 5b and Table I.

Conclusions

Steady-state and transient performance of advanced M
~PRIMEA Series 5561 MEAs from W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc!
during exposure to relatively high concentrations of CO has b
presented to establish a well-documented baseline for designe
new MEAs and PEMFC control systems. Rates of decay and re
ery are reported for equilibrium coverages of CO at 70°C cell te
perature, low reactant stoichiometry, and atmospheric pressur
two types of GDM. Steady-state polarization data also obtaine
the above conditions is reported for 500 ppm and 3000 ppm
with and without air bleed. Injection of 5% air is shown to com
pletely recover the performance of the MEA at 500 ppm CO
current densities less than 0.6 A/cm2. With 3000 ppm CO, complete
recovery is not achievable even with 15% air bleed and cur
densities at 0.6 V averaged around 200 mA/cm2. Differences in the
polarization data, especially during the presence of air bleed,
reported for the two GDM. Various hypotheses explaining the r
sons for these differences are presented.

Transient measurements in the presence of air bleed indicate
decay rates are substantially lowered. Also, there is a signifi
n
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improvement in the recovery rates in the presence of air bleed w
the feed is changed back to either pure hydrogen or 50 ppm CO2
baseline mixture. The transient data without air bleed clearly in
cate strong evidence in support of the electrochemical oxidatio
CO at 600 mA/cm2. Also, the data show that there is an interacti
of CO mass transfer and kinetic effects associated with the trans
behavior of this MEA. These interactions are a result of the la
number of sites available for the anode reaction.
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